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He carries on through the Holidays, return January 18. The teachings will change to total 

Plasma and Spaceship. (:07). Goes over history of teachings and progress, Started with 

(Matter) Nano to Gas to Gans to Coils to Plasma, back to Matter. Plasma Crystals were 

introduced last week, they can go both to P and to Matter. Using the clarity of the Crystal 

you can boost the M or G, you increase the Matter towards the P or Matter. We are 

bringing the knowledge so all of you can achieve lift. (:13). The Crystals with CO2. 

Some have started to test exerting you will on the P, in Philippines he wished no typhoon 

and it came through.   (:17).  Crystals and their powers, man has never been taught so 

much knowledge in so compressed way, we have to or else it will be lost, like in past. We 

have now reached enough people on the planet to start the change. The process has been 

on the table for past 10 years. The development of Spaceship.  (:23). Alex has converted 

P into Matter by producing oil, in large quantity.  Lot complained about the harsh words 

he used last week, it was to stop things going on in background and not to insult. The 

Core reactor in the middle is the Crystal, the secret of life.  (:28).  remember 3 layers 

stackers, structure of skin, you achieve hexagonal structure which is Crystal. What you 

have been looking for, the crystal, you already had in condition of the core. Place your 

Coil, the true plasmatic crystal, in the center of the Star Formation, (one step missing). 

This sets up a base which to survive in space. A 4th core above, and a second stacker, 

then you create a field that allows to create SS. Tip, do not put your coils on rotation, that 

would separate the P, fill in cores with combination of CH3, CuO2 and CO2, you create 

gradient that allows rotation inside the coils, you don't need motors, you'll create a 

hexagonal field around all reactors, that creates the walls of your crystal, try to choose 

same material in cores slightly different weight, you need a gradient change to allow 

rotation of fields.   (:45). You all used same Gans, but you should setup a gradient of 

flow, can create Coils of different materials, the stronger at the bottom then like a bullet. 

Coating all 3 stackers with CO2 Gans if peace is your wish. When the fields are strong 

enough you create a craft around coils without matter state. Alex by his intention, 

collected the oil of Orange off the coils, not created, converted from a orange on top. 

Transmutation of matter to another place.  (:58). You enter the room and smell the 

orange.  Lisa in the Chinese group brought a unit to the Leaders and demonstrated that 

everyone entering room felt happy, the accepted it. USA is not the world leaders, Chinese 

are bringing the technology further.  People who come in contact with N and Gans, don't 

feel hungry. The PU you received gives you everything. Put 3 PU in basement of United 

Nations and one on roof, we'll see if their intention it peace.   (1:08). Keshe introduces a 

second motion at the equator of P, the interaction of the two creates the motion of the P, 

this is why the sun, moon, earth, have rotation through the rapid interchange of fields, 

and why everything is spherical. It's why you have flat bottom and spherical dome.  

Come together and work collectively, instead of individually, this has to do with emotion 

and sharing with each other, One Nation one planet. You have everything on the table. 

(1:14). What if you use Stackers in SF, get the FP to open up. If you could produce a 

large number of them they will all link up and make earth a Peaceful place, The animals 

will stop eating each other, no lack of energy, the promise of Christ comes true.   (1:18). I 

Am The Messiah and I delivered my message, it's for you to do it, to find the path.    

(1:21). You can also use chicken wire to make coils, don't need only Cu, that means Fe 



then you are dependent on the physical entity of this planet. Dependent on the blood 

structure of this planet, Fe to AA through hemoglobin.  If one of your cores has some Fe, 

you'll create meat. Why produce single cell plankton, but still life. Why animals on live 

off green plants and others only red cells. Is the mass production of sexuality part of 

problem of humanity, do we need to be individually orientated or collectively. (1:25). In 

this SS you are not dependent on electricity. For 70 years we have tried developing the 

technology but have failed to sustain life independently anywhere in U. He summarized 

the stage we are at, Nano coat, build the coils collectively around the planet, they will 

interact because of slight differences, no two reactors can be exactly same, like 

snowflake, this gradient will move the P changing the fields. In the SF 3 Gans on the 

base, and H above will cause strong movement upwards, have flight. (1:31). Every where 

you find tangibility, skin, bone, etc., you find 3 layers that interact, same with this SS. 

You have the field flow upward and the radial flow, people achieve levitation, but no one 

was working with radial flow.  Non-tangible control of the P, through emotion and 

thought but control on the physical level.  (1:34). Questions, the PU are made that you 

need to connect, but the Magravs you build yourself you don't need electric power. Goes 

over connection to PU, Grid to the last outlet in house where PU is plugged in, then 

connect to appliances, people have been putting meter before the PU and don't see 

anything. Keshe says all the appliances before the PU are being powered by the P but you 

don't see it. You have to read the Grid meter. There should be 33% reduction in Grid 

meter. Most Grids are on 3 phase, (A,B,C), each phase is taking 33%, the Power 

Company is actually getting 66% (B,C). The system is actually taking 100% reduction.   

(1:43).  Talking about a control system for the P, you use 1 kw and give back 3 kw to 

Grid. For example, you use 20 watts, then you produce oil, use 30 watts and bread, etc. 

You use your back load to control what you produce. (the neutral system does this in the 

body to create different cells). Marco made a control system, is a variable load device, as 

you increase load different materials are produced. You can build it, a single tray with 

inner G coil, and outer M coil, and a dial that adjusts the fields.  (1:49). He showed it last 

week, a 3 stacker and a single stack connected to it, that single stack becomes the 

controller. You can be the "controller".   (1:54). The most powerful part of ring magnet is 

the empty hole in center, the state of free air, if you can create vacuum, it's most 

powerful, because it has no friction. You have created the same thing in your Coils.  

(1:57).  Ali video, spread out the 3 coils more and expand out the outer coil, it's still on 1 

dimensional, need a elevated coil to make 3 dimensional. Why are asking, sit with it use 

your intellect, connect with P. You can experiment with lighter wires. (2:05). How to 

connect the Stacker units with capacitor and a load. What's happening is the M field is 

going out and not circulating, he shows how to connect capacitor to conserve the fields 

by recirculation, this would lead to 30 to 50 times more power. Use Split Capacitors that 

feed back to itself. (2:22). P batteries have to be fed back to themselves with split 

capacitors or the go empty, that creates a potential difference that releases more Gans. 

They need a feed back to their center.  Collect the Quartz Crystal dust when you cut them 

and add to your Gans, become more powerful. Gives you more powerful unified fields. 

You can hold both wires that are perfectly N Coated, but they must be perfect or you get 

electrocuted. (2;28). The Crystal with 3 rings around, is so powerful create destruction. In 

P technology we use Nano Nano Nano watts.  (2:32). Talks about Health application, P 

battery to one Coil in left hand and one coil in right hand, plus a feed back connect 



between the two coils, to bring balance. This is only way to eradicate disease in space, by 

changing the MG field environment of the cancer, this is for stronger fields because body 

can handle weaker fields.  You don't die of the cancer but the loss of energy.  So much 

knowledge has been given this morning, it would take man 100 years to understand. In 

time you will do it through your emotion, now use Cu wire. Learn how to control your 

emotion, if you need it in matter you can convert it to matter.   (2:38). Questions, don't 

need to rotate the Gans. How do you measure P? They are working on a tool for 

measuring P.  With your Crystal inside 3 stacker, fill center hole with 3 different Gans, 

hold the wires of 2 coils and check your emotions, se if Gans move inside crystal. 

Measure strength of anger if it allows taking too much. Check the rotation of the Gans, 

these are the tools you have to develop to measure P. Do we have to add AA which 

connects to the structure of man. Testing will take centuries. If you meet a being in space, 

test if he is a lower or higher order of being.   (2:48). 2016 was in the Torah Bible as the 

opening of space to man, the Hebrews want to stop it, but they know that their term of 

power is over. You have everything to build a SS by Christmas. It is easy for him to teach 

enlightened people like Arman and Alex, it's the essence of the creation of the fields that 

makes the difference.  From now on real space technology.   (2:57). Alex comes on and 

explains how he got Orange oil by placing orange on top of PU, just Cu wires coiled 24 

and 12 times.   (3:05). Confirmation of existence of man is through his sexuality, male or 

female.  Experimenting with cup that has Gans on CO2 and CH3, that is emotion and 

energy, when you drink the water you get sexually aroused. Some have gone further and 

added a Zn plate on top, Zn excites sexuality and the water supports  it with energy, "love 

potion", please be careful. For Alzheimer's you take the Zn and add more CO2. You can 

start developing technologies with different Gans around the cup. (3:15). You drink the 

water, but there are also MG fields you connect through your emotion, no matter where 

you go keep connection, like mother to child. Extend the idea to your Stacker unit, like 

with pain pen don't share with other, the balanced fields are your own.   A number of PU 

will be dropped in Palestine, they're not for people, they have the intention of Peace. The 

war in this part of planet will come to balance according to the Plasma. They will also 

link up with your reactors. Mike Nasser is working for Peace. Build a system with the 

emotion of Peace and give to soldiers.  (3:23). Questions, is there danger when lightening 

strikes the Grid, no, lightening is not in P state, it doesn't have much energy in 

comparison to P. The lightening comes from the earth not the sky.  (3:29). Nano coating 

will hardly be visible, but steel fuses will Nano coat. Plasma coating of different 

strengths, the P will flow here. The P is too strong to be contained by the matter state. 

Super conductivity of N unknown to man. Travel according speed of P. (3:36). Instant 

communication. The size of the Soul from the Vedas, not far off, the emotional part of 

man, in crystal in center of brain. That tiny point is it, remember stacker units has same 

structure of man. That tiny crystal is created by the field forces of the brain. The 3 

sections of the brain interact like the 3 stackers and create physicality, that's where you 

find your emotion. Learn how to interact with it. N C O deviation leads to motion. 

Doesn't need to be big because it absorbs lot of energy from the heart.  

 


